Newsletter 19/ 2012 WEAVING EQUIPMENT
WE ARE OFFERING, SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE:
Item 4830
12 Dornier Rapier Looms, type HTV 6/SD, yoc 1988 (2) and 1989 (10)
nom. width 200 cm, 6 weft colours, EDU control,
Stäubli electronic dobby, type 2667, 20 shafts installed + 6 for colour selection,
autom. pick finder / reversing motion,
leno selvedge, mech. cloth take-up and warp let-off,
warp beam 800 mm, on-loom take-up, 3 shift pick-counter,
accessories per loom
10 - 12 heald frames
1,5 - 2 warp beams
1,5 cloth rollers
average 3 weft feeders with el. panel and stand
heddles and droppers
Looms are located in Schengen, in good condition
Item 4533
1 DORNIER RAPIER LOOM HTV 2/SD - REINFORCED FOR VERY HEAVY FABRICS
EDU control - s/n 28.000 (1989) nom. width 250 cm, 2 weft colours,
with Stäubli mech. dobby, type 2117.007 - 8 shafts installed - 18 mm pitch!!
mech. let-off, auto. pick finder / reversing motion, with batching motion
especially reinforced for extremely heavy or technical fabrics
Item 4780
2 Dornier Looms HTV8/J, year 1991, nom. 220 cm,
AT control, electronic let-off (EWL) and take-up (ECT), 8 colours (mech.)
warp flange dia. 1.000 mm, with batcher Neuenhauser
with Stäubli Jacquard CX 860, JC4, 1344 hooks

Item 4831
From our stock: 1 lot ORIGINAL DORNIER SPARE PARTS, used and new
7 pairs Dornier side tuck-in units, oil-bath
holder plates and adaption parts (cam, bushes, drives, scissors etc) for side tuck-in units,
partly with holderplate
temples covers, rapier drive wheels, eco leno motors, scissors, motor, supports for spreader
bars, mech. and electrical parts
60 heald frames for 240 cm MNB, single guided, like new
32 warp beams with aluminim flanges 800 mm
10 - 12 weft creels 8 - 12 colours
Klöckner leno selvedge devices
500.000 droppers for light to medium counts
150 - 200.000 heddles 13" J-type

8 upper gear / transmission for the adaption of any jacquard machine with the Dornier loom
(ratio 3:1)
weft feeders, some for repair or spare supplier
Stäubli jacquard modules and further parts
Stäubli magnet bars for el. dobby 2667
and much more... in part or complete
1 Cloth inspection machine, make PLM, Rotron ML30 – 1990
With Unwinder built 1999, max roller width 2400 mm

Item 4801

18 SULZER PROJECTILE LOOMS 153" PU SSKI J D2
built 1986/87, ser nos.: 101.000 to 103.000, working width 153" / 390 cm,
6 colour weft insertion, split beam execution - max. 940 mm flanges,
mech. warp let-off, off-loom take-up, GS central lubricfication,
drive for the jacquard machine
with
18 BONAS electronic JACQUARD MACHINES,
type ASJ, controller 200 series, built 1992
2688 hooks (approx. 2600 hooks and more installed)
Accessories per loom:
2 half warp beams
4 weft feeders with el. box and stand,
5. - 6.000 droppers
1 Batching motion Neuenhäuser, ww. 153" / 390 cm
1 harness
Overall included
9 double gantries, each for two looms
9 central tuck-in units (TLL)
the machines are in excellent, well maintained working condition, complete in all
parts
Pictures and prices for all Items upon request.
Best Regards / mit freundlichen Grüßen
Your team of
Xtema - Thomas Lebherz Textilmaschinen
www.xtema.de
info@xtema.de

